SMART Product Overview

“We have been using SMART
to train our sales staff and
redirect their thinking and
approach with our clients
and prospective clients.
We had a process we were
internally developing and
attempting to follow but it
just seemed to have too
many moving parts. The
SMART product offers two
subtle but significant
changes that really moved us
forward.
First, it is much more clearly
defined with a visual
presentation of the process.
This makes it easier for the
client to see how simple, yet
effective, it is.
Second, and most significant
for us, we learned that we
need to play a more
significant role in controlling
and leading the process. I am
confident SMART will finish a
process change for our
organization that we have
been working on for some
time.”

Become a Trusted Advisor. Engage clients in a benefits strategic
planning discussion with SMART (Strategic Marketing and Retention Toolkit)
SMART is a consultative needs‐based sales
system available to benefits professionals on
demand over the web. SMART provides a well
defined and easy to follow process for forward
thinking benefits advisors to use when building,
implementing, and managing benefits strategic
plans on behalf of their clients.
The key to improved sales effectiveness,
increased revenue, and differentiation from
competitors
By using SMART, benefits advisors attract more
new clients, sell more products per client, and
elevate their stature from “vendor” to “trusted
advisor”.

What is benefits strategic planning?
1. The formal consideration of an organizations
future course as it relates to human capital
management and benefit programs.
2. The process of aligning human capital
management issues and corporate strategic direction
to enable more effective benefits decision making.
A holistic and strategic approach leading to more
effective marketing and improved client retention
SMART enables the benefits advisor to focus on, and
truly understand, the business issues of their client.
As a result, benefits advisors gain control of the
relationship earlier in the sales process, and are able
to formalize a multi‐year contractual relationship.

Make benefits strategic planning easy – with practice‐enhancing sales tools
Developed by benefits industry professionals, SMART benefits strategic planning provides a clearly
defined roadmap, pictured below, that anticipates everything the advisor needs. It has been designed in
a modular, flexible fashion so a benefits advisor can adapt it to his or her personal selling style.

—Tom S., Iowa‐based
Agency Principal

To learn more about SMART, visit us on the web at www.smartadvisors.biz
or contact any of the following:
Jack Kwicien
jkwicien@daymarkadvisors.com
Tel: 410.585.6571

Susanne Radek
sradek@daymarkadvisors.com
Tel: 410.585.6572
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Transform your client relationships with effective, easy‐to‐follow
‐to‐follow resources
An invaluable tool, SMART enables benefits advisors to deepen, reinvigorate, and
protect their client relationships
SMART is a complete, comprehensive and well documented system for building a benefits
strategic plan. With a wide variety of tools SMART gives you everything you need to hit
the ground running.
You deliver more value, and receive step‐by‐step guidance
SMART elevates the capabilities of your production and account management team.
It enables your team to deliver more value to clients, and we are there each step of the
way. We even help you to complete your first benefits strategic plan.

“When my firm was in jeopardy of losing a
1,400 life case we had for over 4 years to a
“national firm” I offered benefits strategic
planning services to the client.
We not only retained the account, we
introduced two new voluntary benefits.
What was even better was that I was able
to meet and cultivate a relationship with
the company’s Chief Financial Officer for
the very first time.”
—Beverly B. Florida‐based
Agency Principal

Work plans are
succinct and easy to
follow

Tools are at your
fingertips for online
access or download

What SMART users get
Prospective Client Toolkit. Our proprietary work plan for integrating benefits strategic planning as a practice differentiator
Existing Client Toolkit. Our six‐step, proprietary work plan for creating a benefits strategic plan
User Forum. Exclusive online SMART user discussion forum
SMART Tools. With over fifteen unique tools, SMART offers everything a benefits advisor will need to get the job done right, including:
Strategic consulting training
PowerPoint presentations
Meeting agendas
Scripts
Analytical tools
30+ question fact finder
Form legal documents
Client surveys
Document samples and templates
SMART Wellness Toolkit. Work plan for effectively implementing a wellness program (launching soon!)
Client Newsletter Content. Communication tools to remain in front of clients (launching soon!)
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